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Educational Programs
Designed To Empower Professionals
To Effectively Create Personal Wellbeing,
Happiness & Beauty.
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Creating a culture of LOVE
LOVE for our industry
LOVE for our artistry
LOVE for humanity
LOVE for life
A labour of LOVE…

LOVE INCORPORATED

Love‘n
you community
‘

BIG PROFESSIONAL

HAIR COLOR EXPLORATION LABORATORIES
TWO DAY WORKSHOP

WE NEED YOU!
COLOR PIONEERS WANTED
CONCEPT: Experimental Professional Workshop
Revolutionize the way you see and live hair color!
Introducing a new hair color innovation for colorists open to groundbreaking color discoveries…
We are looking for forward thinking professionals to help us explore this revolutionary
technology and discover its possibilities.
CONTENT: Explore & Experiment With New Color Technology & Applications
This hands-on experimental lab-workshop will inspire you to expand the rules and unleash your creativity.
You will be protagonist innovating creative formulations and challenging new techniques, you’ll stretch
your skills and bring them to life.
At the end of the workshop, you’ll walk away with a renewed vigor to wow your salon guests with exciting,
inventive, customized hair color and new color services.

Be a COLOR PIONEER…
Influence the world pioneering the future of professional hair color!
Participate in our COLOR EXPLORATION LABORATORIES
Be part of our international creative team of Color Pioneers...
Ask your BIG PROFESSIONAL distributor for more information.

Love‘n
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‘

ALL ABOUT BIG

KNOW THE WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, WHY & HOW...

90 MINUTES LOOK & LEARN

PRODUCT KNOWLEGE
We are very excited you want to get to know us better!
You are invited to join us for an intimate get-together where we have so much to share with you about our
professional service tools created for you with love. We will do a demonstration and will go into depth on the
BIG Professional product concepts, answer questions, exchance ideas and get to know each other better.

THE HAIRDRESSER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE 1, 2, 3...

UNDERSTANDING THE NEW CULTURE OF SALON GUEST RELATIONS

3 ONE DAY WORKSHOPS

UNDERSTANDING THE MODERN PSYCHOLOGY OF BEAUTY
TO BETTER SERVE YOUR CLIENTS, BETTER LIVE, WORK, LOVE AND LISTEN
In this day and age, professional and personal success depends on the ability to adapt to a new consumer
market disposition. We as beauty professionals have the power to profoundly effect and influence people’s
lives; this is a wonderful and powerful position that carries great responsibility and personal reward.
In these workshops we will research and role-play modern conscious listening, communication and
application skills with the objective to better serve and assist our salon guests with Self-Discovery,
Self-Expression and Self-Celebration and the profesional services best suited.
Be a LOVE PIONEER…
In these one-day workshops as we learn to better help others, we also gain knowledge and awareness
to better live our profession and daily lives through personal evolution.

CAREGIVERS PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT
A DISCOVERY INTO SELF

ONE DAY WORKSHOP

ALIGNMENT WITH YOUR LIFE’S MISSION
Many of us do not yet understand our life’s mission, why are we here and why our lives evolved as they have.
These personal discovery workshops were created to explore and develop awareness as to our personal and
professional life mission.
Through acts of loving-kindness our mission is the spread of love and joy throughout society creating and
celebrating beauty as caregivers.
Educational institutions have never addressed and are not equipped to explore or develop this specialty,
therefore we as beauty caregivers have been ignored and or demoralized as second-class citizens and
professionals, its time to regain our power and become aware of our important role in society.

WWW.BIGPROFESSIONAL.IT
WWW.LOVEINC.IT

(JOY ANGEL MESSENGERS)
Beauty Artists Dedicated To World Peace And Human Happiness.

Be a JAM JOY ANGEL MESSENGER…
The Beauty Industry; a vocation of LOVE…
This industry of Love is important to the wellbeing
of humanity.
The creative, sensitive and impassioned talents
of the Cosmetologist are meant to nurture and
illuminate
the unique beauty within each individual they
touch through the transfer of Love.
Commencing within the salon the enlightened
professional creates a chain reaction of
Love that flows throughout society.
“JAM”, the JOY ANGEL MESSENGER
are motivated by the desire to encourage,
sustain and flourish
this vital and creative energy force.
The creation of a global community based on
communal objectives and priorities created from
love. Love uniting all peoples with the objective
to generate responsible and sustainable
psychological, philosophical, emotional and spiritual
personal and professional ethics.
The true development of human beings involves
much more than mere economic growth.
At its heart there must be a sense of
empowerment and inner fulfillment.
People’s participation in social transformation
is the central issue of our time...
This can only be achieved through the
establishment of societies, which place
human worth above power, and
liberation above control for the
genuine empowerment of people.
Constant exchange and direct contact
gives rise to innovation, creativity
and trends that will positively
influence the world every day.
Simply…
Conscious joy and love
for the world we live in,
one self and others.
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